The Game Of Cranes

LEOPARD EQUIPMENTS AND ENGINEERS PVT. LTD.
www.leopardcranes.com

VISION
"We Strive hard every day to create Leopard
the nation's most respected & customer- focused Service brand."

MISSION
To provide customer 24/7 the most compelling service experience
with safety and cost effectiveness.

PROFILE

CORE VALUES
·CUSTOMER FOCUS
· 24/7 CUSTOMER SERVICES
·EMPOWERMENT and TEAM SPIRIT
·INNOVATION and CHALLENGE

Stepping into the industry as a crane rental service portal, Leopard Equipment
and Engineers has advanced in leaps and bounds to earn its recognition as a
multifaceted crane company that offers crane equipment, machinery and
engineering services to target the needs of industries, construction companies
and civil projects. From renting and selling construction equipment and
machinery spare parts to erecting industrial sheds, we aim to fulfill our client's
needs with utmost precision. In addition, we work in tandem with the police
force to rescue victims of accidents, natural disasters and emergencies.

PROJECTS
Highway projects
Mining
Custom crane and heavy transport work
Bridge work
Railroad grade construction
Site development
Airport construction
Heavy civil mechanical maintenance projects

DIRECTOR

GANESH LAVANDE
Ganesh Lavande is the brainchild behind Leopard.
Born and raised in Maharashtra, Ganesh was always
interested in the workings of crane machinery and
equipment. To increase his understanding of the
industry, Ganesh undertook training in crane
operations and maintenance following which he tapped
his business acumen at an early age to set up the
company in 2007. Along with his wife and director of the
company, Deepali Lavande, Ganesh has successfully
established a reputed crane service organization that
accurately strikes the balance between customer service,
Industry needs and employee welfare.

CRANES & ANCILLARY LIFTING EQUIPMENT RENTAL & SALES
( FORK LIFTS, BOOM LIFTS, SCISSOR LIFT, ROLLERS )
PEB STRUCTURE, FABRICATION & ERECTION WORK
SHIFTING OF HEAVY MACHINES AND INSTALLATION

SERVICES

BOOM LIFT
Working Height up to 60 Meter
Capacity: 227 Kg
Telescopic or articulating with Jib boom series for verstality
Diesel / Electric Powered or Bi-Fuel Powered

SCISSOR LIFT
Working Height
Capacities
+Platform Extension
Diesel Or Electric Powered

Up to 18 Meter
430 Kg
Up to 1.27 Meter

TEAM

Established in 2007, Leopard has boomed over the
decade to emerge as an organization that has committed
to quality, efficiency and prompt service.

SHIFTING

Leopard is well known for shifting of heavy machines
with utmost precision. Known for taking up challenging
task with confidence we at Leopard believe in completing
the mission within the time frame. Our team of experts
from top to lower level work in complete harmony thereby
ensuring safety of the machineries and its perfect installations
all across the nation.

GET IN
TOUCH
www.leopardcranes.com

LEOPARD EQUIPMENTS
AND ENGINEERS PVT. LTD.
M: +91 9604245000, 9850245000
E: sales@leopardequipments.com

OFFICE: 705, Kolte Patil, Down Town, Kharadi City Vista, Pune - 411014
WORKS: Gat No. 1566, Pune - Nagar Road, Opp. Gitanjali Hotel, Ranjangaon Ganpati, Tal- Shirur, Dist- Pune. 412 209

